Summer 2015
Workshop Details

Cartooning Under the Sea (ages 6-12)
June 15-18, 9:30-11 a.m.
What a great opportunity to draw original Young Rembrandts’ fish characters! Our fish characters will consist of sharks, jelly fish, octopus and others. We will give our fish characters expressions and will place them in fun, action scenes. On our final day, we will draw a large scene of the coral reef environment, inviting a great opportunity to use a variety of colors and textures. Our creative juices will flow as we develop new and fun characters!

Rock Out (ages 6-12)
June 29-July 2, 9:30-11:30 a.m.
This workshop is all about artistic musical imagery. For every child who loves music, Young Rembrandts offers its Rock Out! workshop. During the opening act, students will draw stylized instruments. And the party never seems to end as we illustrate close-up portraits of rock stars, create rock-inspired cartoons and we will draw an awesome concert scene to close out our last day of class.

Horse, Horses and More Horses (ages 6-12)
July 13-15, 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Horses are not only graceful and majestic animals, but they are also excellent subjects to draw and color. Students will learn how to draw horses of all shapes, sizes, and styles. We’ll use different media to create colorful compositions which help our students strengthen their coloring skills. On the final day we will create a large drawing with pastels. Challenging drawings reward our students with a greater sense of accomplishment. Please wear an old shirt or smock to the final day of class.

Cartoon Drawings - Alien Extravaganza (ages 6-12)
July 27-30, 9:30-11 a.m.
If your child loves to draw and has a fantastic sense of humor, our cartoon drawing class is the perfect summertime activity. During the month of July, our students will create out-of-this-world illustrations. Using our imaginations, we will explore different life forms throughout the galaxy. Colorful aliens and mysterious flying objects will be the subjects of our eye-catching illustrations. If your student loves art and has a limitless imagination.

Preschool Drawing - Summer at the Shore (ages 4-5)
July 27-30, 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Young Rembrandts provides a productive environment where your child will learn how to draw and discover his or her artistic skills. Summer will inspire our work as our students create colorful ocean-inspired imagery. A detailed sand pail, a fierce shark, and a serene sailboat scene are just some of the drawings our students will create. Reveal an imaginative world of drawing to your budding artist.

Super Hero Cartoon Drawing (ages 6-12)
August 3-6, 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Pow! Bang! Wow! Now you can learn to draw your own comic book superhero, male and female. Each day we will complete several drawings while we explore a variety of characters. We will learn to draw the basic muscular superhero body and adapt it to the character of our choice. We will learn to draw action and movement while we complete the scenes around our superheroes. Our collection of drawings will be impressive!

REGISTER: nkuconnections.nku.edu/registration